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You cannot successfully work wood with tools that are not sharp. To do so is
time consuming, frustrating, and most importantly dangerous. Eye and
breathing protection are a requirement as well to protect yourself.
Sharpening, like many aspects of woodturning, is a subject open to many interpretations and
personal favorites. Basic guidelines are a good place to start, but customization can also be
acceptable to make some procedures work better for you based on your own personal turning
preferences. Careful experimentation may bring you better results that work for you, but may
not work for others. An open mind here, like many other things in life is a good thing.
What I am displaying here works for me and it may be a place to start for you if you are
inexperienced with sharpening. I favor the use of jigs for sharpening. Setup done carefully, can
produce results that can easily be reproduced, a must for me when I find that sharpening sweet
spot for a tool that cuts just the way I like it to. The second reason is I just plain stink at
freehand sharpening, no amount of practice will ever make me good at it. I also favor slow or
1800 RPM grinders as opposed to 3600 RPM grinders. The higher speed creates more heat and
honestly just plain made me nervous. I also now greatly prefer CBN wheels. The initial cost
caused me to put it off. After using them I quickly came to the conclusion that I waited way too
long to make the jump to CBN. Standard wheels have one inherent problem I feared the most.
They are made of a friable material the can be subject to damage. Even with all the safety
guards in place, a wheel can develop micro cracks that can grow and possibly cause the wheel
to fail. That failure can be catastrophic causing severe or possibly life threatening injury. Also,
though many do it you should never use the side of a standard wheel to sharpen anything. A
CBN wheel is sharpening grit specially bonded to a metal wheel. Metal wheels have off the
chart strength compared to a standard grinding wheel. The wheel doesn’t wear away, the tool
just sharpens. No wheel dressing to deal with to renew the cutting surface. Sharpening on the
side of a wheel is perfectly acceptable since the metal wheel has the strength to withstand
those forces. The CBN wheel inherently cuts more aggressively, and in the case of normal
sharpening where a standard wheel of 120 grit was used, a finer grit CBN Wheel will work very
nicely. I have a 180 grit wheel and I am now considering adding 360 0r even 600 grit wheel.
The finer the grit, the lower the smoother the microscopic grooves left behind and the sharper

the tool becomes. CBN Wheels are not recommended to carbon steel tools, only high speed
steel tools

My two grinding setups. I use the One Way Wolverine Jig, again at the time of purchase it was
my preference. Research and personal testimonies could aid in selection of what is now
available.

Jig tool holders, shop made vs. purchased

Inserting the tool in the jig and setting the extension depth using a wooden jig. The depth of
this jig is 1 ½ inches, a number I have found that works for me.

When setting the jig to the get the correct angle, a trick to use is a black sharpie mark on the
tool tip to aid in getting the correct angel. If the wheel engages the tool too high or low, when
rotated by hand, it can be easily seen

When the angle is correct a nice clean line can be seen

Always make sure to keep the tail of the jig firmly located against the end and bottom of the
slide

Start the sharpening process on the side of the tool not the center tip. The tip is the smallest
spot and could grind away to quickly causing an improper tool shape

Rotate the tool and jig holder towards the center…

And around to the other side. Examine the tool tip and if you see areas that haven’t yet been
ground then repeat until there is a nice clean ground edge. Also note the secondary bevel.
That is ground separately, freehand, since it is a relief bevel to help prevent “bruising” of the
wood during a cut.

A conventional bowl gouge is sharpened by placing the end of the handle in the sliding arm
against the stop and the tip of the tool against the wheel. Alignment of the tool angle using a
sharpie and starting the sharpening process on the side of the tool still apply and sharpen until
there is a nice clean grind.

Some tools can be sharpened using the adjustable slide platform. Setup is similar, adjust the
platform in or out and the angle of the platform to the correct angle for the tool. The bedan is
just slid from side to side to sharpen, the other tools are rotated from one side to the other
being held flat to the platform. The spindle roughing gouge is recommended to be sharpened
on the platform. If it is done using the same sliding arm as the conventional bowl gouge, the
setup is the same as a conventional bowl gouge, but EXTREME care must be taken to be sure
the cutting edge against the wheel is well above wheel center. The reason is the aggressive
cutting could cause the gouge to drop below center during the process and permanently
damage the wheel and possibly cause you physical injury. This is why the platform method for
this tool is the recommended method.
Some recommended Angles for tools from A Thompson Tools Handout received when you
make a tool purchase:
Bowl Gouge 60 Degrees, Spindle Gouge 40 Degrees
Detail Gouge 40 Degrees, Scraper 20 Degrees
Skew 40 Degrees total Inclusive angle, 20 Degrees on each side

Small bits from hollowing tools can be sharpened with the aid of a fabricated or purchased bit
holder. Same sequence is still applied for the sharpening process. Great to prevent that
unwanted manicure or friction burn

Honing Cutting Surfaces
Honing a cutting surface is a process that can be used on many tools in between trips to the
grinder. There are diamond and CBN card hones available for this purpose. This is a manual
hand held process, tool in one hand and the honing card in the other. Move the hone is a
circular motion against the cutting bevel. Hones come in varying grits, I use a 600 grit CBN card
or a fine or extra fine diamond card. The CBN is my favorite. I can restore a cutting edge
quickly, since I am holding the hone against a concave surface. I am contacting the tool at only
at 2 micro points so a quick sharpening is quite possible. Over time as the micro points widen it

may prove more difficult to achieve a satisfactory sharpness and then to tool must be returned
to the grinder.

Yes, with a little practice even a bowl gouge can be honed.

Sharpening is a relatively simple process. The importance of sharp tool cannot be understated.
It makes woodturning or any other woodworking a safer and much more enjoyable process.

My Disclaimer: These are my thoughts on ways to accomplish sharpening woodturning tools,
they work for me, however there is no guarantee they will work for you. Never attempt
anything described here unless you feel comfortable and confident you can complete the task
safely

